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I am speaking, without ground of complaint on the part of an Altho' my narrative combines the disadvantages of being told by party interested in the scenes I describe, with the advantages < having been a contemporary and eye witness, I aim only to do justi on all sides under the guidance of the first and fundamental law history as declared by Cicero, that " it should neither dare to st anything that is false, nor fear to say anything that is true
The "Plot" having exploded, the 'brochure got up by the Co: gressional printer (Duff Green) and hawked about by Congression messengers, lay on public and private tables a Caput rnortuu exciting little feeling other than pity for the weakness in whi it was engendered. I might be pardoned a momentary feeling exaltation when I saw my bitter and remorseless enemies strugglh in the toils which they had prepared for my destruction; I certain had reason to rejoice that so fitting an opportunity had been pi sented to place my conduct—such as it really had been on an occasi< which might have offered strong temptations to an intriguing po' tician—fairly before the Country and to contrast it with the 11 tiring machinations against me. This w,as a paint of peculi importance, as the efforts to fasten impressions upon the popul mind of a capacity and disposition on my part for political intrig had met with a greater degree of success than had attended oth calumnious assaults tipon my character, and to have the falsity charges of this description so satisfactorily demonstrated at a m ment when those impressions were upon the point of doing me t greatest harm was both useful and gratifying.
N"or was the prospect of the personal and political advantages be derived from my continuance in office without allurements.   T Eaton affair, which had been, the plague spot of Administration di ing two years past, had lost its interest or suffered eclipse, and offer no further embarrassment which might not be ended, if it becai expedient, by sending the immediate parties on a foreign mission, was afterwards done, and the so considered refractory members the- Cabinet might have been left in possession of the pageantry their official positions so long as they did not, by complicity with enemies, obstruct the course of the Administration, or they mig have been dismissed, without the slightest disturbance, when th

